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Deep structure (in the mind) / Surface structure ( the result produced) ... Human, male, and adult are the necessary and sufficient components ...... Ex : ''piano'' : the object, or the sound/music produced by it. .... Typical male behaviour : 1, 9. 
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SEMANTICS Semantics = the study of linguistic meaning Saying just « elephant » doesn't make sense : a word on its own doesn't mean anything. => context is needed. Context doesn 't have to be words Context in necessary, but not allways enough a) * He sleeps awake b) * He sleeps standing on one toe a) is unacceptable because of the meaning of the words (sleeps/awake) b) is unacceptable because of our knowledge of things in reality. In this class, we will study : – the meanings of words (and maybe of sentences if we have enough time) – tools to study meaning But we will only study : – the linguistic meaning – semantics, and not other levels of linguistics – we may study a few of pragmatics, because it's related to semantics : this goes beyond linguistic units : the context ex : You're talking to your neighbour (some reproach if the speaker is the teacher) But the border between semantics and pragmatics is not always clear-cut. Homework : « house », « home » : Give definitions in your own words of these two words. We have to study more than just a word, because there are units made of more than one word (phrasal verbs, idiomatic or fixed expressions) Semantic units = any stretch of discourse which exhibits the semantic contrast Lexical unit = a unit of one or more words which has the status as a unit in the lexis Homework : Give example of units of 1, 2, 3, and 4 words lexical units Homework : Read Chap II p.9 to 23 in Leech's Semantics



I] MEANING 1) Defining Meaning : Leech defines 7 types of meanings : 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.



Conceptual meaning Connotative meaning Social meaning Affective meaning Reflected meaning Collocative meaning Thematic meaning



Conceptual meaning is a stable meaning : doesn't change within a couple of years => intrinsic features (or contrastive features) Associate meaning : is liable to change What is the meaning of a lexical unit ? « no meaning outside context » but there can be some stored meanings a) active use = Contextual meaning b) passive, stored use : Conceptual meaning b) what we know about a word, that can help us understand it when in context



CONCEPTUAL MEANING



USE



CONTEXTUAL MEANING



With different uses in context => creates new meanings



But M. Consigny doesn't agree with Leech on some points : According to M. Consigny, Connotative meaning is part of Conceptual meaning. For Leech, Conceptual meaning is « stable » But is the meaning « stable » ? Meaning is only stable for short period of times But meanings change (ex : word « quartier ») Words cannot change too fast : we won't understand each other



2) The problem of reference Reference = what a word refers to Concept meaning vs Context meaning You already refer when you talk about something ex : Napoléon : a) Le vaiqueur d'Austerlitz b) Le vaincu de Waterloo a and b have the same reference (Napoléon) but different meanings Common nouns are more difficult than Proper nouns (they are self-refering) But sometimes... : ex : Paris in France = one reference, but in the USA, there are 13 Paris, i.e. 13 references (+ the French one) Nouns and adjectives are not self-refering. You can give a definition, but reference only appears in use, in real language (NB :it is possible to talk about something that doesn't exist) We'll try to define Concept meaning and Context meaning Different tests can be used : (cf Leech, p.74) 1. Synonymy ex : an orphelin = a child without parents 2. Entailment ex : « I'm an orphelin » entails « I have no father » 3. Inconsistancy ex : « I'm an orphelin » is inconsistant with « I have a father » 4. Tautology ex : This orphelin has no father 5. Contradiction ex : This orphelin has a father 6. Presupposition ex : « My father is at home » presupposes « I have a father » 7. Anomaly ex : The orphelin's mother lives in NY 3) Three various types of tools : a) The componential analysis of meaning The componential analysis of meaning comes from two mains sources : –



The generative school ol linguistics (N.Chomsky) : the idea that someone can generate all the possible sentences of the language he speaks. Deep structure (in the mind) / Surface structure ( the result produced) try to find rules for the passage from deep to surface structure also : Katz and Fodor (1963)



–



The comparison between the phonological analysisand the semantic analysis. The idea that phonemes were discrete entities, building blocks



« The meaning consists of that particular structured bundle of cognitive features associated with the lexical unit, which make possible the designation of all the denotata by the lexical unit in question. In other words, the meaning consists of that set of necessary and sufficient conceptual features which make it possible for the speaker to separate the referential potentiality of anyone lexical unit from that of any other unit that might tend to occupy the same semantic domain. » U.G. Nieder bundle = a lot of things put together denotata (sing. Denotatum) = the reference which can go with given lexical unit ex : the denotata of « table » (and there is one denotatum of table) What do we know about this vision of meaning ? Meaning is made of different pieces of meaning componential analysis = analyse sémique « necessary and sufficient » : what they are, and what they are not (like in phonology : les traits pertinents) also : what other terms are related to them ex : « uncle » is a term of kindship, like aunt, niece, nephew human



male



adult



man



+



+



+



woman



+



-



+



boy



+



+



-



girl



+



-



-



Human, male, and adult are the necessary and sufficient components bovine



male



adult



bull



+



+



+



cow



+



-



+



calf



+



/



-



heife



+



-



+ (not yet given birth)



Green-eyed monster = jalous (a 3 word lexical unit) on utilise le terme de « feature » (ou « semantic feature ») We've said that features are necessary and sufficient woman = human female adult But do these three features define « woman » ? The answer is no. Some other elements can help defining « woman », but they aren't included in the necessary and sufficient features. Ex : « cries all the time », « less muscle », « shorter than a man », ... Indeed, the three features (human, female, adult) are necessary, but are they really sufficient ?



The problem is that : – on one hand, there's bound to be sufficient meaning missing – on the other hand, ther would be too many features to define a words (thousands of pages) : managehood limit A solution is to use the criterion of redondance : some features are included in other features ex : female human is a mammal => features have to be the most inclusive as possible get rid of what is not needed Other problem : the existence of features that are not binary : relative features ex : woman/girl are not binary features. After a certain age : woman, but for some period of time : overlap of woman/girl. That's the same with man/boy ex : « big » is a measurable concept. It depends on what is described. « big » is opposed not only to « small » but also to « normal ». small big => it's bound to behave differently from binary features There are tests for this ex : elephant : + animal ↑big * The elephant is a small animal ↓big There are also discrete entities that are not measurable (multiple taxinomies) They constrast but are anot binary and you canot put « + » or « - » ex : metals, colors (how do we define « gold » ?) You cannot have + gold. But gold contrasts with the other metals, like iron, silver,... The componential analysis doesn't work with all the words ex : Adjectives and verbs because – they are much more context dependant – they will change meaning with the context (ex : take, run, make,...) But in theory it must be possible, because there is some abstract conceptual meaning ex : « manger » : we understand what it means For verbs and adjectives, we have to renfort to central meaning. An other solution would be to say that they are always polysemic; but then how many meanings do they have ? Ex : « take » 1. physical action - ....... - ....... 2. moving 3. ...



Necessary and sufficient features



Meaning 1 : movement of agent-object-grab(+ contact)-hold-keep Meaning 2 : « take » : movement-agent-object-A→B(result, arrival)



NB : « it takes time » : use the concept of metaphor (time as a concrete object), and then it works (but you have to explain what type of metaphor you have). With adjectives, there is an other problem : the problem of scope : ex : a big dog (big goes with dog) a big German shepard : a big dog a small German shepard : is it a small dog ? A German shepard is a dog. A big German shepard is a big dog. ? A small German shepard is a small dog. German shepard : +dog ↑big Big German shepard : ↑big (+dog ↑big) Small German shepard : ↓big (↑big +dog) ↓big (↑big) = remains big, because big is a necessary ex : a small elephant still is a big animal Prototypes : Prototypes are useful for solving the problem of categories : you can't really put words and meanings into clear-cut categories. The main idea is that meanings are fuzzy These people are against the necessary and sufficient features (NSC=Necessary and Sufficient Conditions). When you look at categories, you always have words that don't fit correctly, perfectly ex : « games » there are features common to some games + features common to some other games, and some ressemblance between the two. Ex : a batcherer : + male + adult + unmarried but is a catholic priest a batcherer ? No ex : adult : problem of delimitation (gril/woman). Is it a question of age ? Of psychology? ... There is some overlap => against the necessary and sufficient features ex : « water » : + clear + tastelass + odorless that's not realy H2O that you drink. Is it not water because it's not cristal clear ? Completely odorless ? Ex : « bird » : + animal + wings + lay eggs (can fly) Not all birds can fly. « can fly » is not a necessary feature, but it is part of the meaning you have in the mind. The « but » test : ? It's a bird but it lies It's a bird but it doesn't fly => NSC are not always sufficient



* It's a bird but it lays eggs * It's a bird but it doesn't lay eggs => « lay eggs » has a diferent status than « flies » necessary charateristic



frequent characteristic



Linguists tried to find [...] They show people pictures and asked them what it was : is it a cup ? A mug ? A bold ? There was some agreement and some disagreement => subjective rather than objective There are features which help, but they are not necessary. There are – typical birds – untypical birds – some that are not birds but close to birds (ex : a bat flies) For categories, NSC are not enough



P = Prototype P1 and P2 can overlap (ostrich is not a frequent, typical type of bird; bat is close to birds) But words like woman and girl also overlap A way of solving the problem of categories is to say then that there is a central core + things around, i.e. the prototype and something else. 2 types of prototypes (or the prototype and something else), which correspond to two ways of describing categories: – –



Protopypical : a word of reality that has all the essential features which correspond to most of the words (ex : des « birds ») (un mot de la réalité qui a tous les « features » essentiels correspondants à la plupart des mots) the stereotype : mental image of a bird that doesn't actually exist (ex : the Disney birds)



1. Prototype and componential analysis The similarities between the two are that they are tools for : – defining conceptual meaning – proving the belonging to categories The difference is that there are no clear-cut categories for the prototype, but there are for the componential analysis. The typical element of the prototype has the NSC (Necessary and Sufficient Conditions) ex : the best example (i.e. the prototype) of a bird flies. « fly » is one NSC to belonging to the prototype of a bird. The features theory can include in [...] In Disney, birds are blue : they are typical birds. They don't have to be real species. A typical word doesn't have to exist in reality. The prototype changes from one person, community to another. Ex : for me, it's an ostrich I have in mind whe, I think of « bird », but for you it can be a pigeon. Even for the prototype, there are necessary features (ex : lay eggs) but they are not sufficient. With the componential analysis : a relation of equivalence woman female adult human but there are counter-examples Prototype : bird => lay eggs (necessary but not sufficient feature) Attention : Le symbole marque l'équivalence, c'est-à-dire l'implication dans les deux sens. marquent une impliquation dans un seul sen. Bird ≠> flies (« bird » doesn't imply « flies ») but : bird => flies (« bird » typicaly implies « flies ») typicaly With the prototype, there is no counter-example. But it works better with nouns than with verbs and adjectives. Ex : what is the prototype of « big » ? Because verbs and adjectives are so dependent on context, it is difficult to find a prototype for them. There is an other problem : it works better with some nouns thant others (what is the prototype of « intelligence » ?). It works better with natural categories (physical categories, like animals, objects,...) Another problem : what does it tell us about meaning ? Answer : why bother ? Categories, as well as meaning, are fuzzy, not clear-cut. We often use abstract members to define a category. When we give the meaning of a word, we often give the definition of the prototype, of the typical word, meaning.



What is a strawberry ? Fruit, red, small, grows on earth You define the adult stage of a strawberry : the stage that is relevent => the most typical, relevent of the category, i.e. the prototype. It is even useful for naming things ( ex : a goldfish, un rouge-gorge) Homework : what is a prototypical woman ? Man ? Chabal is not a prototypical man. The last « tool » : deal again with conceptual meaning Lexical relations : Paradigmatic relations (can occupy the same place within a syntagmatic place) Basic relations between classes : 1. Identity : Class A and class B have the same members A=B 2. Inclusion : Class A is wholy included in class B A C B (« C » is the symbol for « is included in », different from the one « belongs to », that has a little trait en plus) 3. Overlap : A and B have some common elements A ∩ B ≠ Ø and : {A ≠ B ; A isn't included in B ; B isn't included in A} 4. Disjunction : A and B have no common elements A∩B=Ø We will often use the relation of equivalence ( ) and implication ( => or means unilateral entailment means bilateral entailment Lexical relations : 1. Synonymy : class relation of identity Two synonyms have to be syntacticaly identical and semanticaly identical ex : violin/fiddle test : relation of equivalence 2. Hyperonymy => means « entails it is a » test : one-way entailment ex : dog => animal 3. Compatibility There is some degree of overlap ex : dog and pet 4. Incompatibility There is no overlap If it's A, it's not B If it's B, it's not A ex : A = dog, B = cat But entailment is not always sufficient. Ex : 'I drove to college today'. This doesn't entail 'I didn't drive to college yesterday', and yet they are uncompatible.



Words have also to be fairly close in the hierarchy. Ex : cat/dog are close enough, but not cat/butterfly. Configurations => special ways of organizing lexical items 1. Proportionnal series ex : stallian (un étalon) horse



ram (un bélier) sheep



foot (A) shoe (C) hand (B) glove (D) test : A is to B as C is to D They are called analogs (A and B) (?) There are 2 types of proportionnal series : – non-branching hierarchies – branching hierarchies a) Non-branching hierarchies There are no elements on the same level. The relation between 1 and 2 is the same as between 2 and 3. ex : the numbers 1 2 3 4 ... b) Branching hierarchies ex : {animals;mammals;dogs;cats;monkeys;puddles(caniches);German shepards;spagnols} animals mammal dogs puddles



German shepards



cats



monkeys



spagnols



There are some elements on the same level. Each level may have more than one element Each element is only linked to one element above (one superordinate) A classifying hierarchy = a taxonomy Within a branching hierarchy, the hyponyms of a given superordinate are called co-hyponyms. They are mutualy exclusive. Test : A (the hyponym) is a kind of B (the superordinate, or hyperonym) There are nodes in the branching. There can be a blank at one position ex : creatures animals => in « natural taxonomies » (i.e. Made by humans, conceptual meaning) : opposite to biological taxonomies.



The generic level = the level of the ordinary everyday names for things and creatures. Ex : bird at the same level as dog, cat. A meronomy = a class of elements linked by a relation of meronymy. It is a part-whole relation. The part is the meronym, and the whole is the holonym. Is different from metonymy. (a bottle of beer, a glass of whine, head for the body) Meronymy : neck, head = parts of the body A includes B But : it is not always very clear-cut. The elements have to be of the same general type (ex : physical objects,...)ex : soul, weigh => are not a part of the body. NB : - linguistic, not biological relations - it has to be words (and words that exist) taxonomies ≠ meronomies : – taxonomies : hierarchy of the members – meronomies : no hierarchy of the members => levels are less clear-cut



Opposites X entails « not Y » They are mutualy exclusive. But there has to be similarities. They often oppose on one feature. There are different types of opposites : 1. Complementaries X 'not Y' (X is equivalent to 'not Y') It is either ... or ... (but it has to be something, one of the two) Words are not gradable ex : true / false ; dead / alive It works mainly with adjectives 2. Antonyms Words (mainly adjectives) are gradable ex : slow / fast But there is also a sort of neutral region in the middle. Cruse considers 3 different kinds of antonyms, depending on the question « how X is it ? » : a) Polar antonyms Only one member is possible in the question, for it is not partial. Ex : How long is it ? (but « How short is it ? » is partial because it means it is short. With « long », it can be long or short). Long / short are polar antonyms. b) Overlapping antonyms When both memebers can go in the question, but there is one that is more neutral ex : bad / good c) Equipolents Both are possible, but both question will be biased. They are gradable, but there is no middle/neutral position possible. Ex : cold / hot How cold is it ? => implies it's cold How hot is it ? => implies it's hot



3. Directionnal opposites It is either ... or ..., but it can also be nothing 2 opposites of position : a) Antipodals 2 extreme points ex : top / bottom ; start / finish b) Reversives Implies reversal - of state, if it's not gradable ex : lock/unlock ; enter/leave - of direction, if it's gradable ex : lenghen/shorten ; accelerate/decelerate c) Converses When the relation is relative to the elements themselves ex : father/son ; above/bellow ; follow/preceed ; husband/wife Opposites are specific types of incompatibility Exercice : '' M. McKey was a pale feminine man from the flat below. He had just shaved for there was white spots of liether (?) on his checkbones and he was most respectful in his greetings to everyone in the room. '' 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



Definition of « man » Link the various aspect to the various types of meaning What is essential ? Typical ? What remains ? Compare to the definition of « man » in the extract Explain the use of the adjective « feminine »



Correction : Social meaning : man used for human (sexism) Reflected meaning : man as a species ... Meaning of man here : adult (M. ; He), human, male (M. ; He) Shaved He is not prototypical : what remains = NSC Contrast « feminine » with « female » (uncompatible with « man ») and with « masculin » : Meaning of « feminine » : it's not an absolute feature « male » and « female » are complementaries « masculine » and « feminine » are equipolent antonyms. They are gradable opposites. « Feminine » is compatible with « man », but not with « manly ». You have to explain why it is possible, but unexpected. Then explain why it contributes to the meaning of the sentence. Meaning of « leither » (lather ?) : a substance you apply on the face and used for shaving (« on chackbones »=face ; « shaved » : relation of consequence » ; « white ») NB : in a taxonomy, members are uncompatible



Correction of the exercice on 'Harry Potter' : 1. vanish wizzards (magiciens) Compare with synonyms, or also with opposites : to stay, to be there, to appear. vanish : change of state / be there : state vanish implies « be there before » vanih vs appear : they are reversives (change of state ex : lock/unlock). Appear implies « not htere before » Informations of quickness and change of state



2. mother adult (woman) ; human (woman) ; female (woman) ; has child/children (« our » mother) Attention ! : Say if features are necessary or just important features prototypical mother : has given birth ; motherly qualities : recognize her children ; pay attention to them Justify why we stop here in prototypical features In the text : - recognize her children (she doesn't have this feature) questionning her motherhood => turns it (the feature « recognize her children ») to something closer to NSF Here, 'mother' : + woman ; - recognize her children 3. tell Compare with « see », « know », « say » tell and see : they are both verbs of perception, with « see » having here the meaning of « recognize », in the text. « know » is not a verb of perception. Tell vs say : they are both verbs which concern speech. Say : you're pronouncing words Tell : you know what you're saying, which is not the case with « say ». You often tell a narrative, a story (collocative meaning) => make as many comparisons, with opposites, synonyms, meaning



Chapter 2 : Apply the theory Plan of the chapter : I] The ''berry '' morpheme II] Polysemy III] Practical applications (lexicography and corpora) References : – Cruse – Kleiber : 'La Polysémie en Questions' – Pierre Frath : 'Why is there no ham in a hamburger ? , in RANAM n°38, 2005 – John Sainclair – Bauer, L. 1983 : English Word-Formation – Bauer L and Renaud A, 2001 : 'Contextual clues to word meaning' in Internationnal Journal of Corpus Linguistics, vol. 5 p 1-28 I] The 'berry' morpheme We'll be looking at one example of linguistic reasonning « Semantic constituents » (Cruse) = the basic unit of meaning in a sentence [...] exhibiting reccurent semantic contrast. It can be a word, several words, longer units, can be part of a lexical unit. Test : reccurent semantic contrast Definition : A part X of a grammaticaly well-formed and semanticaly normal sentence S1 is a semantic constituent of S1 if : 1. X is either amissible or replacable by some other elements Y yealding a grammaticaly wellformed and semanticaly normal sentence S2 which is syntacticaly identical but semanticaly distinct in meaning to S1. 2. There exists at least one other grammaticaly well-formed and semanticaly normal sentence S3 containing X but otherwise having no other elements in parallel syntactic positions in common with S1 in which X is similarly amissible or replacable by Y, yealding a grammaticaly well-formed and semanticaly normal sentence S4. 3. The semantic contrast between S1 and S2 is identical to the semantic contrast between S3 and S4 What does it mean ? X has to exist X is found in correct sentences 1. X and Y have the same syntactical function Y exists Y is found in correct sentences meaning of X ≠ meaning of Y => i.e. If you replace X by Y, the sentence remains correct, but the meaning changes and remains normal. 2. The sentence has to be completely different You do the same as in 1. but with a different sentence (S3 and S4). 3. The difference in meaning is the same and is only due to the replacement of X by X. The



difference between S1 and S2 is the same as between S3 and S4 : that's why it's reccurent, and not due to chance. The more different they are the better. X : a « part » (Cruse ) = a « unit » (Consigny) : a unit of meaning. It can be a part of a word, a phrase, or a sentence. Exercices : Exercice 1 : Sister = X / Brother = Y 1. S1 My sister likes apples S2 My brother likes apples S1and S2 are grammaticaly well-formed and semanticaly normal sentences, and X and Y exist. 2. S3 Yesterday I met your sister S4 Yesterday I met your brother S1and S2 are grammaticaly well-formed and semanticaly normal sentences, 3. – the difference of meaning between S1 and S2 is the sex of the person – the difference of meaning between S3 and S4 is the sex of the person – the difference is the same so brother and sister are semantic constituents of the sentence. NB : petit pb : on retrouve le possessif my/your Exercice 2 : X= his S1 His sister goes to school S2 My sister goes to school S3 This man is his father S4 This man is her father – – –



the difference of meaning between S1 and S2 is the possessor the difference of meaning between S3 and S4 is the possessor the difference is the same so brother and sister are semantic constituents of the sentence.



Exercice 3 : S1 He came back to the board, shaking with fear S2 He went back to the board, shaking with fear S3 John came to Strasbourg two years ago S3 John went to Strasbourg two years ago – – –



the difference of meaning between S1 and S2 is the direction of the movement the difference of meaning between S3 and S4 is the direction of the movement the difference is the same so came is a semantic constituent of the sentence.



Exercice 4 : S1 He came back to the board, shaking with fear S2 He came back from the board, shaking with fear S3 This letter has been sent to France S4 This letter has been sent from France – – –



the difference of meaning between S1 and S2 is that is the first case it's the place of arrival, and in the second it's the place of departure the difference of meaning between S3 and S4 is that is the first case it's the place of arrival, and in the second it's the place of departure the difference is the same so to is a semantic constituent of the sentence.



A compound : a lexical unit made of more than one element and which exhibits semantic and syntactic unity. The parts of a compound can't separate. Ex: blackbird, screwdriver (tourne-vis) in 'photograph', 'photo-' and '-graph' are not words or lexemes, but they are quasi-morphemes NB : There are lexical and grammatical morphemes. Ex : bird/s : bird- = lexical morpheme (lexeme) and -s = grammatical morpheme Is a compound necessarily made of one word ? Ex : blackbird There can be a hyphon. It's recognized in one unit. => it enters in paradigmatic relations with same units (SN, V, ...) ex : Trade Unions => they => workers ex : outcome Compounds have a high degree of fixedness Compounds as a special case of [...] Is the meanding made from the parts of the compound ? Bottle-opener : is its meaning = meaning of bottle + meaning of opener ? 1. test 'bottle' : S1 She gave me the bottle-opener S2 She gave me the tin-opener S3 The bottle is in the kitchen S4 The tin is in the kitchen in S1 : bottle is a container of liquid in S2 : tin is a container of food in S3 : bottle is a container of liquid in S4 : tin is a container of food



2. test 'opener' S1 She gave me the bottle-opener S2 She gave me the bottle S3 She gave me the tin-opener S4 She gave me the tin 3. test -er in opener You can't place them in sentences, because -er transforms a verb into a noun (V + -er => N; that N is a device for V-ing), so no sentence can be created. S1 opener S2 open S3 cooker S4 cook There has to be the same contrast. Ex : Grande Bretagne vs Bretagne ≠ grande soeur vs soeur, so 'grande' is not a semantic constituent. id. with Great Britain vs Britain Then, is the meaning compositionnal ?, i.e. Is the meaning of the word made from the addition of the different meanings of its parts ? The 'berry' morpheme : it's more complicated : the test doesn't work so well – does 'berry' contribute to the meaning of the whole ? – does the other part contribute to the meaning of the whole ? Blueberry (myrtille) ; blackberry (mûre) ; strawberry (fraise) ; canberry ; raspberry cranberry = 1 unit *cranØ => 'berry' is not a semantic constituent S1 cranberry S2 Ø berry S3 *cranØ S4 ? Ø



=> cran is not a semantic constituent



[...] Just because 'berry' carries the meaning 'berry' dosn't imply that the meaning of 'cran' = meaning of 'cranberry' – meaning of 'berry' What is the difference between '-berry' (morpheme) and 'berry' (noun) ? => the noun 'berry' is the superordinate of the morpheme -berry blackberry : you could show with the test that it is not made of semantic constituents.



Aronoff 1976 : « When they (the morphemes of the type 'black' in 'blackberry') do appear as independent words, they have meanings which bear no relations to the meaning they might be appart (as parts of the compounds) for one might think that a blackberry is black, however not all blackberries are black berries, and furthermore many blackberries are red or green. There is therefore no way to assign meaning to the item 'black' which will be valid both when it occures as an independent word and when it occurs in the word 'blackberry'. » blackberry doesn't imply it's black black berry doesn't imply it's a blackberry [...] But : not being a sementic constituent doesn't imply it doesn't carry meaning (Question perso : ≠ between a morpheme and a semantic constituent ?) look at a more flexible view. There are cases that are not clear-cut => back to prototype blackberry : small, black, eatable, wild fruit id. with blackbird : not always black We use the most typical, relevent features. We use striking features to name things, we use terms that make it recognizable. Blackcurrent (cassis) country-house : just a house in the country ? No. But it's usually a house, and it's in the country. The sense is the product of 3 components : – X : the sense of 'house' – Y : the sense 'in the country' – Z : the idiosyncratic residue => often when words co-occur Exercice : cf 'walked out' Corrigé : infos supplémentaires : The fact the it carries meaning doesn't imply it is a semantic constituent. Phrasal verbs can be 1 or 2 semantic constituents, depending on the verb and the context.



II] Polysemy Definitions : what is polysemy ? Polysemy is the fact for a given lexical unit of having more than one meaning. But this definition is too general, even if there are argeements on it - What does it mean to have more than one meaning ? - How many meanings can a given lexical unit have ? - How to separate out different meanings



Exercice 1 : Is there one or more meanings for the same word in the following examples ? 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



I go to school every morning at 8. The school I go to is just round the corner from where I live. Children in France have to go to school until the age of 16. The roof of the school collapsed last night during the hurricane. The primary school was destroyed in the bombing of the city. 23 people died including 19 children.



In fact, you could argue that there is from 1 to 5 different meanings of 'school' here. Exercice 2 : Is there one or more meanings for the same word in the following examples ? 1. There are four banks very close to my place so I had choice when I decided to open an account. 2. Banks are a rip-off in France. You even have to pay for a credit card. 3. The Bank of England has decided to lower its interest rates again despite threats it might cause. 4. The roof of the bank collapsed last night during the hurricane. 5. They saw something shiny on the opposite bank so they decided to ran across the bridge. Here there are at least two different meanings : 1,2,3,4 vs 5. Then you can arguer there are from two to five different meanings. 1,2,3,4 and 5 are homonyms (in a relation of homonymy). Homonyms have nothing in common, whereas in polysemy, even if the meanings are different, there is some link. Homonymy is the fact for a given form to correspond to more than one lexical unit which have nothing in common. Ex : voler/voler Criteria : 1) etymology 2) semantic links Polysemy : there has to be something in common between the two words. There are different meanings, but meanings which are related. 1. Polysemy and reference 2. Polysemy and conceptual meaning 3. Polysemy and contextual meaning 1. Polysemy and reference If a given lexical unit can have several reference, does this mean that it has several meanings ? To answer this, we have to take a theoretical stand, but we won't do . « all the reference » = « all the denotata » The meaning of a lexical unit is supposed to apply to all the denotata (=all the reference) ex : book : all the denotata = all the books for a book, you can speak ofthe physical object, or about its content ex : I went to my favorite bookshop yesterday and I found a very rare book from Shakespeare/ => it can be both It's the same with anaphoric words, like pronouns. Ex : 'It' there are different meanings because different reference



2. Polysemy and conceptual meaning The problem : the meaning of a word without context. Ex : What does 'see' mean ? It might be true we have a mental lexicon. Book : one meaning, and then it's possible for us to find out other meanings ? We might have some stored information in our brains Does our brain consider different reference for one conceptual meaning, or does it treat them as different meaning ? 3. Polysemy and contextual meaning In the 30's/40's, Firth, an English linguist, argued that meaning is always contextual => contextualism He said that there is no meaning outside the context of an utterance. « The word 'meaning' is subject to the general rule that each word when used in a new context is a new word. » Some linguists said that you can't define a word outside context, and that there is no mental lexicon. What does it have to do with polysemy ? => to Firth's view, there is always polysemy (because it's always a different and new word, with a different meaning). Then you can't define words. But people use words to communicate, so the meanings have to be fairly close. You need context. It's the same with homonyms : you need context to disembiguate (distinguish). NB : 2. and 3. are opposite views (M. Consigny siding on 2.) Pining down meaning => find out how many meanings a given form has, and define these meanings. => include how many meanings there are for a lexical unit and justify that number. Here, we reject the extreme contextual view (cf. 3.) R. Moon : a lexicographer, who worked on meaning. Cf 'The Analysis of Meaning', R. Moon, In J.Sainclair (ed.) 1987, Looking Up, London : Collins, pp 86-103. The aim of the book was to create a new kind of dictionnary. She gives a long list of tools (but didn't used them all) : 1. Syntax : part of speach ex : a word that can be a noun or a verb => different meanings. Or count/uncout 2. Collocation : the way that words often occur together. It is often used to distinguish meanings of a same work ex : a powerful car / a powerful man ex : 'plant' can go with 'nuclear' (a nuclear plant = une centrale nucléaire) or with 'grow' (a plant with leaves, green) 3. Derivatives (when they exist) 4. Etymology : often used to differenciate homonyms 5. Phonology : it works better if you have access to spoken data. She calls these 5 criteria the « formal criteria ». They are well described



Other criteria : the « real world knowledge » – lexical sets and lexical fields : relation of words – connotations and allusions : different meanings of a word if the connotation is different – transmission equivalent : how can it be translated in an other language ? Ex : plant =>centrale / plante ex : temps => time / tense / weather – discourse functions and pragmatics : what a given word contributes to an utterance; even though they don't bring any semantic meaning. Ex : I see what you mean => once you've separated different meanings, you must define them : – make it understandable – make it clear it's different from an other meaning ! : not a too precise definition Homework : – how many meanings ? Justify – define the distinction – define the meanings 1rst series : 1. The London zoo has lost the lion recently 2. This man is a lion 3. The Belfort lion was made [...] 2nd series : 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.



This bloke (=man) is very strong, you can [...] There should be clouds tonight, pushed by very strong westwind. Please take out my tea bag, I don't like strong tea She has a very strong desire to punch him on the nose A 20-strong gang of football hooligans entered the pub The libray has a strong collection of Blake's ungravings This film is rated 18. It means that it contends frequent use of strong language and violent and sexualy explicit



Extensions of meaning How do words become polysemous ? Is there such a thing as core meaning or literal meaning ? Core meaning or literal meaning or what ? 1. Literal meaning The most basic, primary meaning from which all other meanings are derived. It is often the etymological primary meaning, but not always. Usualy, we have a vague idea of literal meaning (oppsoing to figurative meaning), but it's not always easy to say which meaning was the first. Sometimes the links are difficult to find, or there are different links possible. Ex : sugar = 'substance people enjoy to eat' When applyied to a person = idea of pleasure. Same in French with « acide ».



2. Core meaning There is not necessarily the idea of primacy. It's quite close to the prototype, i.e. the most common, typical meaning, but not necessarily the etymological one. Others meanings are only specific instances of the prototypical meaning. Advantage : there is no need to find the prototypical meaning. It is rather something intuitive, what the speaker feels. But it's hard to define, because it's linked to the speaker's feelings. Conceptual meaning M1 (literal meaning)



use in context



Contextual meaning



Conceptual meaning M2



This is a swan Not a real swan, but the representation of a swan But the meaning is the same That is the reference that is different If they have diferent collocational patter, then they have a different reference (and then normaly different meanings). There are arguments for treating this as polysemy, because of the difference of reference. => That is called referential polysemy As opposed to referential polysemy, you can talk of lexical polysemy : the same word can be used to refer to objects or concepts that are not at all the same but have some semantic elements in common. (if not : homonyms). Referential polysemy is a special case of polysemy. Ex : [the drawing of a chair] vs ''a chair'' => referential polysemy ''a chair'' (to sit) vs ''a chair'' (resmonsablility) => lexical polysemy Core or literal meaning vs other meaning ex : ''bank'' can have more than one meaning : building / financial institution These differences can be explained in terms of facets of one meaning. Ex : ''piano'' : the object, or the sound/music produced by it. Case of point of view on the object + what the word refers to



Links between meanings : 2 main types : metonymy and metaphor 1. Metonymy => using a word in place of an other, on the basis of a lexical relation examples of relations : a) part-whole – part for the whole : faire de la voile, head of cattle – whole for the part : I've got a broken arm b) container for the content : a bottle of water c) the region for the object : I'm drinking Champagne d) the concept for the quantity of it : He'll have a whisky e) the tool for the function : nous sommes huit fusils f) the action for the performer : He's a good shot (ex in football) g) a symbol for the whole : the dove for peace, the sword for justice also some types of personnification : death=the ripper 2. Metaphor Both systematicaly and non-systematicaly. Metaphor is a comparison without a word of comparison. => using a word for an other, on the basis of the comparison. You must have a basis for comparison => be close enough ex : ''friture'' : small, not important Lakoff and Johnson : Metaphors we live by. => metaphors in everyday language. They define conceptual metaphors : metaphors which are engraded in our mind. There are many metaphors : based on our percption of life, and especially of physical life. Ex : time is money => conceptual metaphor. Time is a limited ressource. Then you can have the metaphor ''We will save time''. This is very much cultural specific (there are different visions of time) ex : time is a moving object (also a conceptual metaphor). Then you can have the metaphor : ''How much time has past ?'' = time can move forward or backward. Ex : more is up (also a conceptual metaphor) ex : the way you use left (often negative connotation) and right (positive). You have then the conceptual metaphors : left is bad, right is good Exercice : Comment this : ''the pen is mightier than the sword'' – – – –



pen



''pen'' stands for writting : metonymy of the tool for the action writting is used as a weapon by metaphor ''sword'' stands for physical force : metonymy of the tool for the action sword is only used metonymicaly : it's already a weapon metonymy



writting



metaphor => Words are weapons



a weapon



Homework : [cf feuille metaphors, ''foot'', ''head''] Rappels : For Cruse, different facets of a meaning env.= different meanings. Ex : bank as a building = one fact of the meaning of bank bank as an institution = another facet of the meaning of bank Explain the technical terms that you use, in the exam Polysemy vs Homonymy : Polysemy : Homonymy : lexical unit 1 meaning 1



lexical unit 1 meaning 2



meaning 3



meaning 1



lexical unit 2 meaning 1 meaning 2 meaning 3



Polysemy is not incompatible with conceptual meaning Napoleon (a) is the winner of Austerlitz (b) Napoleon (a) is the loser of Waterloo (c) a and b = synonyms a and c = synonyms => that's a problem b and c = not synonyms Another problem : synonyms are not always of the same lenght (one word / several words / phrase) ex : go away / leave Synonymy = much more of contextual meaning Non-branching hierarchy (here example with notes) :



A B C (B immediately higher than C)



Proportionnal series :



father uncle son nephew



Correction of the homework on ''strong'' : always used as an adjective. Same etymology. The various collocations are relevent, especially : – with words expressing physical activities : lift, engine, push => strong qualifies the agent of the verb – resistence (password) – quantity : 20, collection Physical ability : having the capacity to do physical exercice : 1; 8 => a core meaning also : spacial instances (2, 10) [...]



III] Practical applications 1. Lexicography How many words to include ? How to chose ? How many phrases ? How many meanings for each word ? How to treat homonymy and polysemy ? How to define the meanings that you've chosen ? => choices depen on the type of dictionnary. Ex : technical, general, for speakers of an other language,... Homework : cf ''fish'', about the definition Rappels : examen = 2 h denotata = reference a semantic unit can be made of different lexical units. These lexical units can enter in paradigmatic relations, and may be made of more than one semantic constituent Is the meaning of X compositionnal ? (ex : X=blackbird) blackbird black Ø Ø ...bird ... Cf bottle-opener : bottle-opener Ø – opener tin – opener



=> it doesn't work =>blackbird ≠ black + bird



bottle Ø Ø tin



2. Corpora and corpus linguistics What is a corpus ? There are two definitions : 1) A traditional definition : any collection of texts or either items (texts, words, objects,...) on which a study is based (not only linguistic) 2) A collection of texts usually computerised (=readable by computers) designed with the aim of representativity for the purpose of doing linguistic research. ''representative'' : represents some part of a language => to be able to generalize ex : scientific English, medical English, whole of the language Interest : specialised dictionnaries It's more problematic for the whole of the language. Especially for spoken language you have to take written/spoken English, all kinds of English ex : the Cobil (?) corpus (1rst in 1997) : 20 million words for written , 7 million for spoken Brittish National Corpus (BMC) : 100 million words (even London teens conversations) The Web as a corpus : billions of words. Easily accessible. There are softwares designed specificly to search on the Internet (neaning, date, origin of the website). But it's not always reliable



Different uses : 1) Does the phrase or the word still exist ? Is it still used ? => confirm the existence of a word 2) Compare frequencies of uses 3) Collocations and context the concordance = all the instances of the word WORD WORD The concordance WORD ex :



cats the keyword (Kw)



[cf feuille Corpus] Exercice : pin down meaning (manly) 1. Proper nouns (5, 7, 10) Pansy : name of a flower => efeminine man (gay) 5 => rugby teams 10 => Manly = the team use morphology : man-ly => not man, but male here => prototypical 2. Physical side (size and strengh) : 2, 3 3. Typical male behaviour : 1, 9 ''virutes'' : positive connotation S4 : hard to decide, because there is not much context S12 : positive connotation (frank and manly) 4. Positive moral qualities : 8, 11, 12 S6 : prototypical duties (not prototypical man) => duties of man here, facets work better. Core = prototypical man facet 1



facet 2



facet 3



Correction homework ''fish'' : => fish NSF : cold-blooded aquative vertebrate Prototypical features : ... Vertebrate = superordinate of cold-blooded
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